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Keeping you informed 

Fishlake Flood Recovery - flood defence repairs and improvements                           

                                          November 2020

As we approach the anniversary of the 2019 flood 

in Fishlake, our thoughts are with those who were 

impacted by the devastation the flood waters 

caused. We would like to use this opportunity to 

outline our continued commitment and efforts to 

ensure your community is prepared this winter 

following our programme of repairs and 

improvements to existing defences. 

What has happened since the last 
newsletter? 

The site compound is now in place at Fishlake 

Nab. We have staff and contractors working from 

the site compound full time. As mentioned in a 

previous newsletter, due to current social 

distancing restrictions, we ask members of the 

public not to visit the site at this time.  Our 

contractors, and our own staff, have developed 

Covid-19 safe working practices to comply with 

the latest government guidelines, in order to carry 

out this essential work. 

Above: Fishlake Site Compound 

You will have seen the work to repair and improve 

defences is progressing well. We will continue 

with our programme of permanent repairs and 

these are due to be completed in March 2021. 

These works, once complete, will reduce flood 

risk to Fishlake and surrounding communities. 

Whilst this work is being delivered, you will be 

able to see temporary defences are in place at 

various locations around the area. These ensure 

the current standard of protection against flooding 

is in place whilst construction works are 

underway. For other locations, where temporary 

defences are not suitable, we have a contingency 

plan in place. When our ongoing monitoring of 

river, washland and rainfall levels indicate it is 

necessary for us to act, we can put temporary 

measures in place where needed. 

Permanent Repairs Completed: 

Riverside Embankment: The temporary 
pumping scour has been backfilled with earth and 
repaired. 

Above Left: Pumps in operation during Nov 19 
Above Right: Pump scour caused by pumping 

Above: Pump scour repaired 
 

Woodhouse Green stop log 3 (demountable 
defence):  A ramp has been installed to create a 
permanent passive defence. This replaces the 
need to use temporary stop logs during a flood. 
 
Meadow View Cottage: The low spot in the 
barrier bank crest has been backfilled with earth 
and repaired. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Above: Meadow View Cottage barrier bank repairs 
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Bank House Farm: The services void in the 
embankment crest has been backfilled with earth 
and repaired. 
 
Woodhouse Green: The low spot in the barrier 
bank crest has been backfilled with earth and 
repaired. 

 

Above: Repairs at Woodhouse Green 

The manhole cover 
has been replaced 
and secured. An 
internal flap valve 
has also been 
installed in the pipe 
to prevent water 
from the washland 
passing through the 
barrier bank.                                   

 

Above: Manhole cover replaced 

New Bank House: The embankment tie in has 
been backfilled with earth and repaired. Erosion 
matting has been secured to the surface.  

 

Above: Repairs to embankment at New Bank 

House showing erosion matting 

 

 

 

Ongoing work throughout the village due 
to be complete by March 2021 

 

Fishlake Demountable Defences 

Nab Lane: Permanent repairs are underway, 

sandbags are on site ready to be used if required 

across the opening. 

Bank House Farm: Permanent works currently 

being designed following ground investigation 

results and landowner consultation. 

Taining Drain: We will be removing localised silt 

around the high level bridge structure, and this 

structure will undergo a full refurbishment. The 

temporary ditch, excavated during the floods, will 

become a permanent feature with some further 

work still to be determined. This will greatly 

improve the connectivity between the washland 

and Taining Drain so that water can be evacuated 

back into the River Don as soon as levels allow.  

 
Taining Drain – Left bank, adjacent to Main 

Street: Although water did not enter the village 

directly from Taining Drain at this location, to 

ensure a consistent level of protection with the 

rest of the barrier bank, wooden boards have 

been secured to provide the height of defence 

required. These have been made impermeable to 

water using ‘Visqueen’, a heavy duty plastic 

sheeting. These measures will remain in place 

until the permanent repairs are complete. In 

addition, we have reactive temporary measures 

that we will deploy as and when river levels 

dictate.   
 

 

Above: Temporary measures in place at 

Taining Drain – Left Bank 
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Fishlake Barrier Bank: 

Ground investigations are underway and we aim 

to start vegetation clearance and tree works mid-

November. This will enable construction to start 

as soon as the designs are complete with work 

due to be completed by March 2021.  

The latest modelling suggests that the current 

standard of protection without the temporary 

defences in place at the low spot of the barrier 

bank is somewhere between 1 in 75 year and 1 in 

100 year - 1.33%AEP and 1%AEP. AEP or 

‘Annual Exceedance Probability’ is the chance or 

probability of a natural hazard event usually a 

rainfall or flooding event, occurring annually and 

is usually expressed as a percentage. Bigger 

rainfall events occur /are exceeded less often and 

will therefore have a lesser annual probability.  

These permanent repairs will reduce the risk of 

flooding giving a standard of protection of in 

excess of 1 in 200 year event (0.5% AEP) 

Fishlake Nab: 
Piling work is 

underway at 

Fishlake Nab to 

reduce seepage 

through the flood 

embankment and 

retaining wall.  

The overtopping 

downstream of 

Stainforth Bridge, 

observed in the 

2019 flood event, 

if allowed to 

continue could cause a waterfall effect leading to 

undercutting of the wall. Therefore, to prevent 

this, we are raising this section in line with the 

upstream and downstream levels of the 

embankment to 7 mAOD (MAOD or ‘Meters 

Above Ordnance Datum’ is used by the ordnance 

survey for deriving altitude or a spot height on 

maps). This will reduce the risk of any future 

overtopping at this location. 

 

Barrier Bank: 

Taining Drain to 

Fishlake Nab: 

Proactive Winter 

Ready temporary 

measures in 

place. 

 
 

 

 

Riverside Embankment - low spot downstream 

of the church: Proactive Winter Ready 

temporary measures in place. 

Above: Temporary measure in place 

Telemetry 
In response to the communities request and the 

Environment Agency’s ambition to support 

Fishlake, we have been investigating the proposal 

of new temporary telemetry in the Fishlake 

washlands.  

Flood telemetry systems are designed to remotely 

monitor sources of flood risk and provide 

information when water levels change, such as a 

warning when water levels begin to rise above a 

certain point. 

The community have asked for a telemetry site in 

Woodhouse Ings washland adjacent to the barrier 
Above: Piling works at 

Fishlake Nab 

 

Above: Staff and Contractors inspecting Barrier 

Bank temporary flood defences north of Windmill 

 

Above: Temporary measures in                    

place at Taining Drain to Fishlake Nab 
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bank to help them prepare more proactively for 

any future flood events.  

A temporary solution will help us understand the 

washland level in relation to the river level to 

inform when we can drain down naturally by 

gravity or need to bring in temporary pumping.  

Telemetry specialists have confirmed the most 

feasible option to meet the desired objectives to 

ensure readiness for winter, would be to install a 

temporary washland level site. (Typically installed 

for a period of up to 12 months) It is, however, 

important to note that a temporary site is not 

guaranteed to be automatically ‘upgraded’ to a 

permanent site. 

This temporary site would support operational 

understanding of the washland levels over the 

winter. If there were enough instances of raised 

river levels to establish a connection between 

washland levels and surrounding telemetry sites, 

then this evidence would help inform whether a 

permanent telemetry site should be installed at 

that location. 

On Monday 2nd of November, technical 

representatives from the EA met with 

representatives of the Parish Council, Flood 

Action Group and Flood Wardens to explore the 

feasibility of a site installation at the location that 

has been suggested, this visit has confirmed the 

site is suitable and we are hoping to have the 

temporary site installed and operational before 

the end of November.  

Flood Warning Areas 

The Environment Agency is continuously 

updating its flood warnings. Our ambition is that 

all properties within what is called “Flood Zone 2” 

will be offered an appropriate warning service and 

that this will help homeowners and communities 

to be better prepared for flooding. To complement 

these improvements, and better support the 

communities of Fishlake and Braithwaite, we have 

analysed the November 2019 flood extent data 

and included 15 properties into existing warnings. 

Affected properties will receive a letter detailing 

the changes and how to register for the Flood 

Warning Service.  

Look ahead  

 Repairs to the Outfall on Sour Lane 

connected to Huddle Ground. 

 Vegetation Clearance and tree works 

begin along Barrier Bank and Taining 

Drain to allow earthworks to follow. 

 Surveying around Taining Drain to 

establish better connectivity between 

washland and outfall. 

 Construction of Stop Log 1 (Nab Lane) 

starting. 

 Construction- Reinforce retaining wall on 

crest of embankment - Far Bank Lane 

 Construction - Woodhouse Green Low 

spot 2 earthworks. 

 De-silting Taining Drain to rear of Main 

Street, and outfall channel connected to 

the Don. 

 De-silting around Taining Drain outfall 

structure and both sets of tidal doors to 

allow for inspection. 

 Culvert Inspection of Taining Drain outfall. 

 Phase 1 (80%) of piling work to be 

complete and Fishlake Nab to be 

permanently repaired. 

 Sour Lane Penstock spindle manufacture 

underway. 

 Design reviews and Landowner 

engagement continues for upcoming work. 

Keeping you informed  

We will continue to work closely with residents, 

landowners and voluntary groups and flood 

wardens to ensure the local community is kept 

informed and we are grateful for their support and 

cooperation. We have recently published a 

website where we will share details of all recovery 

work across South Yorkshire. You can access this 

page at: https://consult.environment-

agency.gov.uk/yorkshire/south-yorkshire-flood-

recovery-information-page 

If you have any questions about any of the work 

we are carrying out across Fishlake please 

contact us at:  SYPSO@environment-

agency.gov.uk
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